
Artist Profile – Frank Bowling  
 
b. 1934 Bartica, Guyana; lives and works in London, England, and Brooklyn, NY 
 

Bowling was born in the county of Essequibo, then soon after moved to Georgetown 
with his family before settling in New Amsterdam, in British Guiana. Bowling describes his 
childhood as tumultuous, enduring a brutal style of parenting from his father but being favored 
by his mother; she would take Bowling out to run errands with her and employed him in her 
store when he was fourteen. Bowling left in 1953 to England in hopes of receiving a better 
education and glad to be away from his father for good. In England, Bowling began working as a 
mechanic where he soon realized he would not get the training he wanted and was also 
experiencing racism. Although his first few years in work were rough, he did make friends with 
Keith Critchlow, who was the first person to introduce him to the art world in England. 
Critchlow’s family also influenced Bowling to pursue an art career, telling him to turn his anger 
about his past into something creative. Starting with writing poetry, Bowling eventually made 
his way to drawing and painting where he studied lonely figures in pubs around London and 
then realized he needed instruction and applied, and got in, to the Chelsea School of Art. Later 
in 1959 Bowling attended the Art School of Kennington and worked out of one of the empty 
studios there. After graduating art school, Bowling started to teach painting at Camberwell in 
1963 before he moved to New York in 1967.  

While at Kennington, Bowling focused on still-life compositions and figure paintings, and 
experimented with the chemistry of paint and the expressive effect of it. Bowling did many 
series dealing with portraiture, along with the more technical paintings, and works from this 
time period are described as very emotive, textural, dramatic, and graphic. His works during 
this time also focused on personal and political themes, while using people as the main subject 
matter. In Bowling’s later pieces he worked with stylistic contrast, visual surprise, irony, and 
illusion, he wanted his works to be interpreted fully by the viewer and free of emotion. 
Bowling’s next works focused on swans; exploring complexities of relationships, stairs; 
exploring geometry and dynamic growth, and Africa; speaking to his past and his move to New 
York, before he came to the abstract color field paintings that make up the bulk of his work.  

Bowling started out working with oil paints, but began to expand his repertoire to 
include photographs and magazines to create collage style pieces that soon started to resemble 
his past home; the rivers, forests, and even his mother’s house. In his later works Bowling used 
a pouring technique that allowed for expression and discovery, and then went on to represent 
landscapes with his paintings that became his most extensive style. His later works were all 
about experimenting with the paint and the result would never be predictable, he also used 
them to talk about personal history and identity; the landscapes often being from his past 
homes.  

A good example of one of Bowling’s early works is titled Birthday (1), which 
demonstrates his style of very emotive and dramatic work that involves human figures. My 
Guyana (2) is an example of one of his collage works that also includes some themes from his 
previous paintings, and Oysterbeds (3) is an example of his later landscape works. With these 
examples, you can see Bowling’s transition from figurative paintings to abstract paintings.  
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